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CHAPTER III.
OF THE MOTIONS OF SECONDARY MOVING PIECES.

67. General Principle•. (A. M., 383, 384-, 503.)-In the present
cha�ter the general principles only of the motions of secondary
'!110Y1ng pieces in machines can be given, many of their most
nnportant applications being reserved for that chapter which will
treat of "Aggregate Co1nLinations in l\'Iechanism," and some for
the chapter on " Elementary Combinations." The mechanism for
producing the motions of secondary moving pieces belongs wholly
to those later chapters.
Second ary moving pieces have already been defined (in Article
37, page 17) as those which are carried by other moving pieces,
or which have their motions not wholly guided by their con
nection ,vith the frame. Their motions, therefore, are not
�stricted, like those of primary pieces, to translation in a straight
11ne, rotation about a fixed axis, and that combination of thofie
two motio ns which constitutes the motion of a scre,v ,vith a fixed
axi�; they comprehend translations along curved lines of various
figures, rotations about shifting axes, and various combinations of
t�anslations and rotations. The paths of points, too, in secondary
pieces are not restricted to three forms-the Rtraight line, the circle,
and the helix; they comprehend a great variety of curved lines,
h<�th plane and of double curvature. The comparative motious
of any two points in a prirnary piece are constant. The cont
parative motions of two points in a secondar·y piece very often
vary from instant to instant as the piece changes its position.
!n many cases the motions of secondary pieces are partia1ly
guided or restricted. Fo1· example, a secondary piece may Le
80 guided that all its movements take place parallel to a fixed
plane; in which case its motions are restricted to translations
Pat:allel to the fixed plane, and rotations about axes perpendicular
to it; and the paths of its points are restricted to lines, straight or
�urved, in or parallel to that plane; and this restricted case is by
ar the most common in mechanism. Another kind of restriction
on the movements of a secondary piece is when it turns about a
ba�l and socket joint, or so1ne equivalent contrivance, so that one
I><>111:t at the centre of the joint is kept fixed: in this case its
:ot1ons are restricted to rotations about axes traversing that
X.e<l point; and the motions of points in it are restricted to
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cnrves situated in spherical surfaces described about the fixed point.
C,.tses in ,vhich the 1novements of secondary moving pieces are not
re�trictecl in one or other of those ways are comparatively rare.
1'he geometrical problems relating to the 1notions of secondary
rnov-ing pieces may be divided into the two follo,ving classes:I. ,vhcn the motions, in n1ost cases, of two, and at furthest of
three, points in a secondary 1noving piece are given, and it iH
required to find the motion of any other point in the piece, or of
the piece as a ,vhole. All problems of this cla8s depend for their
solution on the principle of Article 54, page 32.
II. \Vllen there are two 1noving pieces or tnoving points, C and
B, the frame of the machine being denoted by A, and two out of
the three 1notions of A, B, an<l C relatively to each other being
given, it is reqni1·e<l to find the third of those motions. All
problen1s of this class <lepeud for their solution on the principle
(already stated in Article 42, page 21) that the 1notion of C rela
tively to A is the resultant of the n1otions of B relatively to A,
nud of C relativcly to B.
GS. Tran'"lntion of Secondary Moving Piece.lJ. (A. .1.lf., 369.)-If,
in a n1oving piece ,vhose moven1ents are not restricted, the direc
tions of 1notion of three points not in the &'tme straight line are
pa.rallel to each other and oblique to the plane of the three points;
or if, in a n1oving piece restricted to move1nents parallel to one
plane, the motions of two points are parallel to each other and
oblique to the line of connection of the points; then the 1notion of
the whole piece is a tri.Lnslation. All the points in the piece de::icribe
(\,1ual and si1nilar paths, straight or curved; and all, at a given
instant, n1ove ,vith equal velocities in parallel direction8. The
1notion of any pair of points in the moving piece relatively to
each other is nothing; and their comparative motion consists
in the directional relation of parallelisrn and the velocity-ratio
of equality.
To exe1nplify the translation of all the points of a moving piece
in eqnal and si1nilar cnrved paths, we may take the case of a
cunpling-rod (fig. 32) which connects together a pair of equal
,
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cranks, A 0, B D, and has its <:ffective length, C D, equal to the
perpeudicnlar distance, A B, between the axes of rotation of the t,vo
cra?ks. The motion of that coupling-rod is one of translation, in
�h1ch all the particles describe with equal 8peed equal and similar
c1rcles of the radius A C = B D, in planes perpendicular to the
axes A and B. The sa1ne is the case ,vith a..ny particle rigidly
attached to the coupling-rod; Ruch as F, which revolves in a circle
of the radius E F = A C; so that, for exan1ple, the points C, D,
and F n1ove simultaneously through the equal and similar arcs
0 C', D D', F F'.
69. Rotatio11 Parallel to a Fixed Plane -Temporary Axis ln8tantaoeou& Axi•.-The cases next in order as to con1plexity are
t_hose in which all the movements of the piece are parallel to :-t
fixed plane; and the following are the problems which prcseut
themselves:I. G-iven, the paths of two points in a 111,oving JJ·iece, the d·istance
between their projections on the plane of nwtion, and tv;o successi't'e
JJ�sitions of one ef theni, to fin,d the temporary axis of motion of· the
piece.
In fig. 33, let the plane of projection and of motion be that of
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Fig. 34.

the paper and let the partly dotted lines A A' and B B' be the
�rojectio�s of the paths of the two poi�ts, which may b� s�rai ht
�
hnes or plane curves of any figure, subJect only to the lnn1tat1on
that the distance between the points is invariable. Let A an<l
A'
he the given two successive positions of one of the points. About
A. and A' respectively, ,vith the projection of the line of connection
as a radius, dra,v circular arcs cutting the projected path of the
other point in B and B'; these ,vill be the projections of the t,vo
succesBive positions of the second point; and the straight lines
4
Band A' B' will be the projections of the line of connection in
the two
successive positions of the moving piece. Dra,v the
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straight Jines A .A! a.nd B B'; bisect them in C and D, throngh
which points draw C I perpendicular to A A' and D I perpen
dicular to B B', meeting each other in I. Then, because A' I
------,
B I, I represents
A I and B' I
�A--- -- ···· --·. -·- -- ------ --.J,c
, ', the same point in the two positions
/,, '
:'
'\
,/ ' of the piece; a.nd therefore I is the
projection and the trace of a line per\
/
pendicular to the plane of motion,
/
\,
whose position is the same after the
\ l /
\ : -'
motion of A to A' and of B to B' that
it was before. 'l'hat line may be called
' : ,.
'-i /
the Te,nporary Axis of Jfotion of the
moving piece, because the change of
i
position of the piece is the same as if
/ ; \
it had been tnrned through an angle
/' ! \,'
A I A' = B I B' about that line.
/ !
Let E be the point of intersection
!
./
\, ,,,,
:·------�- - ---··'i,
of A B and A'B'. Then the straight
line E I bisecting the ang�e A E B 1
Fig. 36•
tr-averses the temporary axis I ; and
this affords a means of finding that axis when C I and D I cut t•ach
other at an angle so oblique as to make it difficult to dcterinine
precisely their point of intersection.
When B B' is parallel to A A', as in figs. 34 and 35, C I and
D I become parts of one straight line, and have no intersection ;
an<l then the point I is determined by its coinciding with E. In
rnost cases of this kind it is necessary that the two successive
positions of B should be given as well as those of A.
II. Gi·ven (in fig. 3G), the projections A and B, at a given instant,
of tioo points in a rnoving pi,ece
�--- n.
on the plane of motion, and tl,,e
c - -� c
simultaneous directions of moj -- -:-::,,
\
:
tion ofthose points, A a and B b. ,
: ',,....
h
t-0 find tlie instantaneous axis
''. .- _ l e
.A· --- /,
'
c1,-- ------- :<,,,.- · ,
of the moving pi,ece; and tltence
t-0 deduce the comparative rrw--- ;,,.,�:::--_d, ·tB
, -�- ··_;"-.,- - -cf," tions, at tlie given instant, qfthe
jj·-- -� given point.,;, and of any otlier
h points in the moving piece.
If the simultaneous direc
tions of motion of the giv�n
l.
points are perpendicular to
their line of connection, the
Fig. 36.
problem requires additional
<lata for its solution, which will be stated in Rule III. If those
directions are parallel to each other, and not perpendicular to the
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l�ne of connection, the motion of the piece is one of translation,
like that referred to in Article 68, page 44. The present rule com
J)rehends all cases in which the given directions are not pa.rallel to
each other.
Through A and B draw A I and B I perpendicnlar respectively
to A a and B b, and cutting each other in I. Then I will be the
projection and the trace on the plane of motion of the required
INSTANTANEOUS AXIS : that is to say, of a line such that the 1notion
of the piece at the instant in que.stion is one of rotation about that
ax.is
. A n instantaneous axis is so called because it is an imaginary
hne which is continually changing its position, both relatively to
the frame of the machine and relatively to the secondary piece
to which it belongs ; so that it occupies any particular position,
w_hether relatively to the fran1e or relatively to the secondary
piece, at a particular instant only.
The co111parative motions at the given instant of points in the
secondary piece are deduced from the principle that the velocities
0� those
points are proportional in magnitude and perpendicular in
�hrection to the perpendiculars let fall from the points upon tl1e
in stantaneous axis. For exan1ple, let A a, B b, C c, D d, E e,
r�present the directions and velocities of the points whose projec
tions are A' B' C' D' E '· then

A a : B b : Cc : D d : E e
are respectively proportional and perpendicular to
: : A I : B I : C I : D I : E I.
. From I let fall I D perpendicular to the projection, A B, of tl1e
hn� of connection of the given points. Then all points who��
projections are at D are at the given instant i n the act of n1ovi11g
parallel to A B ; and all points whose projections are in A B, or
1n A B
produced, such as A, B, and E, have for their component
:elocities along A B velocities equal to the velocity of D ; that
is to say,
D d = A d' = B d'' = E d"' ;
a consequ ence which follows also from the principle of Article 53,
})age 31.
The components perpendicular to A B of the velocities of points
\Vhose projections are i n that line, such as A, B, and E, are
Proportional to the distances of those projections from D ; that is
to say, if Al, B g, and E h represent those transverse component
Velocities, we have the proportions,
D A : D B l: D E
: : A/ : B g : E h ;
and the points/, h, D, g are in one straight line.
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Hence, when A I and B I forn1 an angle ,vith each othe1· so
oblique as to n11:tke it difficult to determine precisely their point of
intersection, we may proceed as follows to increase the precision of
that determination:-Lay off any convenient equal distances, A d '
= B d ", along A B fron1 A and B respectively, to represent the
longitudinal component of their velocities. Then coniplete the
rectangular parallelograms A d' a f, B d" b g ; dra,v the straight
line j·g, cutting A B in D. Then frorn D perpendicular to A B
<lra,v D I ; this line will traverse the instantaneous axis, and will
increase the precision ,vith ,vhich it is determined.
This last ,vay of considering the motion of the piece is equivalent
to regarding that motion as con1pounded of a rotation about an axis
at 1) and a translation of that axis, and of the whole body along
,vith it, with the velocity represented by D d.
III. Given (in fig. 37 or fig. 38), the projections A and B, at a

given insta,nt, o.,f two JJoints in a rnoving piece on, the plane of rnot'ion,
ancl the ratio of their velocities, which are both perpendicular to tli.e
a
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projection, A B, of their line of connection, to find the instantaneous
axis of rnoti(ln of the JJiece. Perpcudicular to A B dra,v the straight
lines A a,, B /J, bearjng to each other the· given proportion of the
velocities of tl1e t,vo points: <lra,v the straight line a b; the point
of intersection, I, of A B and ct b (pro<luced if necessary) will be
the projection and trace on the plane of motion of the required
instantaneous axis.
That axis may then be used as in the prece<ling Rule to deter1nine
the comparative motions of any set of points in the moving piece.
70. Rocaeion about a Fixed Poina.-Every possible rraotion of
a rigid body relatively to a point in tl1e body is reducible to
rotation about an axis, perrnanent, temporary, or insta.ntaneons,
as the case may be, which traverses that point. This is proved
by sho·wing that the following problem is always capaLlc of
solution :I. Given, at any instant, tlte directions of motion of an t1.vo
points, B, C (fig. 39), in a rig,i,d body relatively to a point, A, . • the
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body, to find the instantaneous axis of the rnotion of tlie wliole body
rel,atively to A. In the first place, it is to be observed that wl1en
the motions of three points in a rigid body are determined, the
O
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motion of the whole body is determined ; for. the di�tan�es o� any
fourth point in the body from those three points being 1nvar1able,
the position of that fourth oint at ever;y- instant is completely
determin ed by the positions or the three po�nts.
.
.
In order that the solution may be put 1n the simplest
possible
form, let the plane of the three points then�selvcs, or a plan e
.
parallel to it, be taken for one plane of pr0J. ect1_on ; and 1n
fig. 39
let A, B, C be the projections of the three po1nts o that plane.
�
For a second plane of projection, take a plane perpendicular to tl10
�t plane, and traversing B C, and let A', B ', and 0'. (,vhich are
lll one straight line) be the projections of the three points ?D that
seco d plane ; so
that B' C' is parallel to B C, and A A', B B', and
�
C C are perpendicular to B C.
Because the instantaneous axis must traverse A, it is obvious
that A B and A C are the traces on the first plane of projection of
two planes traversing the instantaneous axis and the points B and
C respectively ; and also, that if B b and C c are the projections
on the first plane of projection of the directions of motion of B
and C at the given instant, those projections must be perpendicular
to A B and A C. Let B' b' and C' c' represent the projections of
thee. directions of motion of B and C on the second plane of
0J;ction.
Dtaw B' I' and C' I' perpendicular respectively to
6 and C' c', and meeting each other in I'; then B' I' and C' I'
are the traces, on the second plane of projection, of two planes
Perpencl1.cular respectively to the instantaneous directions of motion
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of B and C ; that is to say, of the two planes already mentioned,
which traverse the instantaneous axis and the points B and C
respectively ; and I' is the trace of the instantaneous axis on the
second JJla-ne of projection. From I' let fall I' I perpendicular to
B C; then I is the projection of I' on the first plane of projection.
Draw the straight lines A I, A' I': those are tlie. projections of
the insta-ntaneous axis.
II. To draw the JJrojections of t/1,e points B and C on a plane
perJJend·iculn1· to tlte instantan,eoU,S axis, and to fi-nd tlie comparative
motion, of tlu;se JJoints. I n B C� fig. 39, take I F = I' A'; draw
A G parallel and F G perpendicular to B C, cutting each other in
G; join I G : this line will be the rabatment of I A. From B'
and C' let fall B' H and C' K perpendicular to I' A' (produced if
1·equired). In B C take I L = I' H, and I M = I' K ; then G, L,
an<l lVI will represent the respective projections of A, B, and C
upon a plane ,vhich traverses the inst.'.t.ntaneous axis, and is per
pendicular to the second plane of projection. From L and }1 let
fall L N and l\'I P perpendicular to I G. Then, in fig. 40, let
the paper represent a plane of projection perpendicular to the in
stantaneous axise: let A be the trace and projection of that axis, and
A l the trace of the plane already mentioned as being perpendicular
to the second plane of projection in fig. 39. Make A l in fig. 40
= N L in £g. 39, and A 1n in fig. 40 = P M in fig. 39. Draw
l B i n fig. 40 perpendicular to A l in fig. 40 and = H B' in fig. 39 ;
also 1n C in fig. 40 perpendicular to A l in fig. 40 and = K C' in
fig. 39. Join A B, A C. Then B and C in fig. 40 will be tlie
1'Yl'ojections req,uired; and the velocities of B and C relatively to
A will be perpendi,cular in, direction an,d J'Yl'oportional in magnitude
to A B and A C respectively.
Auother mode of finding the comparative motion of A and B is
the following :-According to the principle of Article 54, page 32,
the con1ponent velocities of B and C along their line of connection,
B C, are equal. Therefore, in fig. 39, lay off along B C and B' C'
the equal di::;tances B d, C e, B' d', C' e', to represent that com
ponent ; then dra,v d' b' d b, c' e' c e perpendicular to B C, cutting
B b in b, B b' in b', C c in c, and C' c' in c'; then B b and B' b' will
be the projections of the velocity of B relatively to A ; and C e and
C' e' will be the projections of the velocity of C relatively to A.
Then, by the n1le of Article 19, page 7, find the lengths of the
lines of which B b and B' b', C c and C' c' are the projections ; the
rJ.tio of those lengths to each other will be the velocity-ratio of the
t\vo points.
7 1. U11restrlcted ll.lotlon of a Btgid Body.-How complicated
soever the motion of a rigid body may be, it may al ways be
1·egar<led as made up of a change of position of the body as a
,vholc-that is, a translation of the body, and a change of position of

ROLLING BODY.
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the body relatively to some point in it; that is to say,las
_ has b�en
shown in the preceding Article, a rotation about an axis traversin�
that point, which axis may be either pern1anent, te1n11orary, or
instantaneous. It ,,.,-ill be shown further on that a rotation a.nd a
translation parallel to the plane of rotation, when compounded, a1:e
equiYalent to a motion of rotation about an instanta�eous � x1s
.
perpendicular to that plane. Hence it follo"·s, that 1f a r1g1d
body has a.ny translation combined ,vith any rotation, the transla
tion is to be resolved into two compouents, one parallel and one
normal to the plane of rotation ; when the parallel component of
the translation, being con1hined with the rotation, will be equivalent
to a rotation abou t a new instantaneous axi� perpendicular to the
plane of rotation ; and t11e ,vhole motion of the body will be
equivalent to this ne,v rotation combined with the normal com
ponent of the tr�nslation, the direction of which con1ponent is
paral1el to the axis. In short, ho,v complex soever the 1notion of
a rigid body may be, it is at each instant equivalent to a helical
or scre,v - like motion about an instantaneous axis. The most
con1prehensive proble1n tl1 at �an occur respecting tl1 e unrestricted
n1otion of a rigid body at a given instant is this : given the
simultaneous velocities and directions of n1otion of three points (say
A, B, and C), to find the 1notion of the ,vhole body at lhat instant.
This is to be solved by choo8ing one of the points (say A), and
regarding it for the tirne as fixed, and deter1uining the motions of
B and C relatiYely to ..:\.. Then, by n1eans of the rules of Article
70, the po:,ition is to be detern1ined of an instantaneous axis
traverFiing A ; \Yhen the motion of the ,vhole body ,vill be com
pounded of a rotation about that axis and a translation of the
point A, carryiug the instantaneous axis and the whole body along
,vith it.
72. Instnutaneous A:xi• of a Rollin,; Body.-The follo,ving pro
position has 1nany usefnl applications in mechanism :-The instan
taneous axis oj' a rigid body, uJliich rolls without
slipping 'Upon the su1face ef another rigid body,
JXtsses through all the ]Joints in which those bodies .A,
touch each other; for the particles in the rolling
body which at any given instant touch the fixed
body without slipping 1nust have, at that instant,
�o velocity, and n1ust therefo1·e be, at that instant, -:-µ-:---.::��---,1:>�
in the instantaneous axis.
Fig. 41.
iroreover, because an instantaneous axis is a
straight line, it follows that, in order that two surfaces which
to!1ch each other at more than one point may roll on each other
'�1thout slipping, their points of contact must all lie in one st1·aight
l1ne : a property of plane, cylindrical, and conical surfaces only,
the terms " cylindricall" and " conicall" being used in the general
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sense, which comprehends cylinders and cones with bases of any
figure, as well as those ,vith circular ba,ses.
In fig. 4 1 , let the plane of the paper represent a plane of
projection perpendicular to the straight linP- in ,vhich the fixed
and the rolling surfitces touch each other; let T be the projection
and trace of that straight line· , which is the instantaneous axis of
the rolling body. Let A be the projection at a given instant of a
})Oint in the rolling body ; then at that instant A is n1oving with
a velocity proportional to A T, and in a dit·ection perpendicular to
the plane traversing A and the instantaneous axis, of ,vhich plane
A. T is the trace.
It follo,vs that the path traced by a point such as A in a rolling
body is ct cilrve whose 'norrnal, A T, cit arty g'i'ven point, A, passes
through tlte correspondirig JJositivn,, T, of the instantaneoils axis.
Curves of this class are called rolled curves; and some of them are
useful in mecbanis1n, as ,vill be explained farther on.
7 3. Composition of Rotation ,,·ill, Tra11slation.-Irrom Article 5 2,
page 30, it appears that the single rotation of a body about a
fixed axis (such as 0, fig. l 9, page 2G) 111ay be regarded as com
pounded of a rotation with equal angular velocity about a n1oving
axis parallel to the fixed axis (such as that v,rhose trace is A, fig.
l!l), and a translation of that movit1g axis carrying the bouy along
with it in a circle round the fixed axis of the radius O A. A
sirnilar resolution of n1otions 1nay be applied to rotation about
an instantaneous axis. For exa1nple, the rotation of the rolling
body i n fig. 41 about the instantaneous axis, T, n1ay be conceived
to be ma<le up of a rotation about auother axis, C, parallel to the
instantaneous axis, and a translation of tl1at axis.
The prei;ent Article r(�lates to the converse process, in which
there are given a rotation of a secon<lary piece about an axis
occupyiug a fixed position in the piece, and a translation of that
axis relatively to the fran1e in a direction perpen<licular to itself-
that is, parallel to the plane of rotation ; and it is rcquirc<l to find,
at any instant, the instantaneous axis so situated that a rotation
about it ,vith the same angular velocity shall express the resultant
n1otion of the piece.
I n fig. 4 1 , let the plane of the paper he the plane of n1otion,
and let C be the projection and trace of the moving axis-n1oving
relatively to the fra1nc, but fixed as to its position in the secondary
1>iece. Let C U be tlie direction of the translation of that axis,
carrying the n1oving piece with it ; an<l let the velocity of transla
tion be so related to the angular velocity of rotation as to be equal
to the velocity of revolution about the axis C, of a particle whose
velocity of translation
•
. .
distance from that axis 1s C T = -- ---· · -- ... ... •--· . ._ . . . ...-. D ra\�
angular velocity
C T of the length so determined, in a direction perpendicular
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to C U, and pointing towards t,he right or to,vards the left of C U,
accordino- as the rotation is rio-ht-handed or left handed. Tlien. T
,vill be the 1n·ojection cind t,ra;e of the required instantan�ous uxis;
.
so that if A is the projection of any point in .the moving piece,
the direction of motion of that point is perpcnd1cnlar t? the plane
whose trace is A T; and the velocity-ratio of . A and C 1s

A V = T Af
•J Ul T (

The proof that T is the instantaneous axis is, that any particle
whose projection, at a given instant, coincides with T is carried
backward relatively to C by the rotation with a speed eqnal and
opposite to that with which C is carried for,va.rd by the tran::;lation ;
so that the resultant velocity of every particle at the instant when
its projection coincides with T is nothing.
74. Rollin;; oC a () �linde� on a Plane-Ta•ochoi�-()ycl�id. (A.
,;l[. , 386.)-Every straight line parallel to the 1uov1ng axis C, in a
cylindrical surface described about C ,vith the radius C T, becomes
in turn the instantaneous axis. Hence the motion of the body is
the san1e ,vith that produced by the rolling of snch a cylindrical
surface on a plane, P T P, parallel to C and to C U , at the distance

C T.

The path described by any point in the body, such as A, ,vhich
is not in the n1oving axis C, is a curve ,vell kno,vn by the natne of
trochoid. The particular form of trochoid, called the cycloid, is
described by each of the points in the rolling cylindrical surface.
75. Rolling of a Plane on a c�ylhader ; Involute-Spiral�. (A..
J.f., 387.)-Another mode of representing
the combination of rotation with transla
�
I
tion in the same plane is as follows:-111
fig. 42, let O be the projection and trace
on the plane of motion of a fixed axis,
C
about which let the plane whose trace and :P
projection is O C (containing the axis 0) -----��
'1' �
,,,,,rotate (righthandedly, in the figure) ,vith
--. £1
a given anO'ular
secondary
a
Let
velocity.
0
piece have relatively to the rota.tirig JJlane,
and in a direction perpendicular to it, a
/
trang}ation ,vith a given velocity. In the
• o
plane O C, and at right angles to the axis
Fig. 42. •
.
of translation .
.
0, take O T = velocity
- - .. , 1n such a d1rect1on that t11e
.
angular ve1oc1t,y
:·elocity which the point T in the 1·otatirig J>lane bas at a give!!
instant, sl1all be in the contrary direction to the equal velocity of
translation which the secondary piece has relatively to the rotating

/ '\�
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plane. Then each point in the secondary piece which a.rrives at
the position T, or at any position in a line traversing T parallel t()
the fixed axis 0, is at rest at the instant of its occnpyi11g that
position; therefore the line traversing T parallel to the fixed axis
0 is the instantaneous axis j the motion at a given instant of any
point in the secondary piece, such as A, is at right angles to the
plane whose trace is A T, perpendicular to the iustantaneous axis;
and the velocity of that niotion bears to the velocity of the trans
lation the ratio of T A to 'f ().
All the lines in the secondary piece which successively occupy
the position of instantaneous axis are situated in a plane of that
body, P T P, perpendicular to O C; and all the positions of the
instantaneous axis are situated in a cylinder described about 0
with the ra<lius O T; so that the rnotiun of the secondary piece is
such as is produced by the rol{ing oj' the ]Jlctne whose trace is P P
on tlw cylinder w/1,ose radius is O 'r. Each point in the secondary
piece, such as A, descl'ibes a plane spiral a.bout the fixed axis 0.
.I?or each point in the rolling plane, P P, that spiral is the involitte of
tlw circle ,vhose radius is O ·r, being i<leutical ,vith the curve traced.
by a pencil tied to a threa<l ,vhile the thread is being unwrapped.
from the cylinder. For each point ,vhose path of motion traverses
the fixed axis O-that is, for each point i n a plane of the secondary
piece traversing O and parallel to 1> P-the spiral is Archin1eclcan,
having a radius-vector increasing by a length equal to the circum
ference of the cylinder at each revolution.
7 6. Compo8ilion of" Rotations abo11t Parallel Axes. (�4. J.1/., 388. )
-In figs. 43, 44, and 45, let O be the projection and trace on the
·v
.A

0

/ •.

\.

0

Fig. 43.

Fig. 44.

Fig. 45.

plane of rotation of a fixed axis, and O C the trace of a plane
traversing that axis, and rotating about it ,vith the angnla,r velocity
a,. Let C be the projection and trace of an axis in that plane,
parallel to the fixed axis O; and abont the moving axis C let a
secondary piece rotate with the angular velocity b relatively to t!te

•
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plane O C · and let the directions of the rotations a and b be distin
guished bj positive and negative signs. The bo�y is said to have the
rotations about the paral_lel axes O and C combined o: cornpounded,
and it is required to find the result of that con1binat1on of parallel
rotations.
Fig. 43 represents the case in which a and b are si�1ila� in
direction : fig. 44, that in which a and b are in opposite chrect1on_s,
and b is the greater ; and fig. 45, that in which a and b are 1n
opposite directions, and a is the greater.
Let the trace O C of the rotating plane be intersected in T by a
straight line parallel to both axes, in such a manner that the
distances of T (the trace of that line) from the fixed and moving
axes respectively shall be inversely proportional to the angular
velocities of the component rotations about them' as L'> exrn·essed
. :by the following proportion
a : b : : C T : 0 T . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (1.)

When a and b are similar in direction, let T fall between O and C,
as in fig. 43; when they are contrary, beyond, as in fig::-. 44 and 45.
Then the velocity of the line T of tlte plane O C is a · u- -T ; and
the velocity of the line T of tlie secondary piece, relati'.1:ely to the
plane O C, is b · C T, equal in amount and contrary in direction to
the former; therefore each line of the i:;econdary piece which
arrives at the position T is at rest at the instant of its occupying
that position, and is then tlie instantaneous axis. The 'resultant
angular velocity is given by the equation
c

= a + b ;. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .t. . . . . . . . . . . . (2.)

regard being had to the directions or signs of a and b ; that is to
say, if we now take a and b to represent aritlirnetical magnitudes,
and affix explicit signs to denote their directions, the direction of c
wiU be the same with that of the greater ; the case of fig. 43 ,vill
be represented by the equation 2, already given; and those of figs.
44 and 45 respectively by
c = b - a ; c = a - b . . • . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . (2 _,t'\.• )

The relative proportions of a, b, and c, and of the di8tances
between the fixed, moving, and instantaneous axes, are given by
the equation
a : b : c : : C T : 0 T : 0 C . . . ... . . . . . . . . . ., .(3.)

The motion of any point, such as A, in the secondary piece,
according to the principle of Article 72, is at each instant at right
angles to the plane whose trace is A T, drawn from the point A
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perpendicular to the instantaneous axis ; and the velocity of that
motion is

v = c · A T....... ... ... ............... (4.)

77. Rolling of a Cylinder on a Cylin«ler-Epitrochoids- Epicyeloid8.
(A. 1.lf., 380. )-All the lines in the secondary piece ,vhich succes
sively occupy the position of instantaneous axis are situated in a
cylindrical surface described about C with the radins C T ; and all
the positions of the instantaneous axis are contained in a cylindrical
surface described about O with the radius O T ; therefore the
resultant motion of the secondary piece is that which is produced
by rolling the forn1er cylinder on the latter cylinder.
In fig. 43 a convex cylinder rolls on a convex cylinder; in fig.
44 a. smaller convex cylinder rolls in a larger concave cylinder;
in fig. 45 a larger concave cylinder rolls on a smaller convex
cylinder.
Each point in the rolling rigid body traces, relatively to the
fixed axis, a. curve of the kin<l called epitrochoids. The epitrochoid
traced by a point in the snrfitce of the rolling cylin<ler is an
epir:yclo1'.d.
In certain cases the cpitrochoids become curves of a more simple
class. For exan1ple, each point in the rnoving axis C traces a circle.
'\Vhen a cylinder rolls, as in fig. 44, within a concave cylinder
of double its racli·as, each point in the surface of the rolling cylinder
moves backwards and forwards in a straight line, being a diameter
of the fixed cylinder; each point in the axis of the rollin<T cylinder
t1·aces a circle of tl1e �an1e radius ,vith that cylinder ; and ;a.ch other
point in or attached to the rolling cylinder traces an ellipse of
greater or less eccentricity, having its centre in the fixed axis O.
':fhis principle has been made available in instrun1cnts for drawin g
and turning ellipses.
There is one case of the composition of rotations about parallel
axes in which there is no instantaneous a;x,-is; an<l that is ,vhen the
two component rotations are of equal speed and in contrary direc
tions; for then the reHultant is sin1ply a translation of tl1e secondary
piece along with the moving axis. This may be illnstrated by
referring to fig. 32, page 44, where the translation of the coupling
rod C D n1ay be looked upon as the resultant of the combination
of the rotation of the crank A C about A, vvith an equal and
contrary rotation, relatively to tlte crank, of C D about C.
78. ()11rvature of l11volulel!I of Circles, Epicycloid!t, nod Cycloitl8•
I t is often useful to determine the radius of cnrvatnre of a rolled
cnrve at a given point, c8pccially ,vhcre the fixed curve and rolliu g
curve are circles, and where the tracing point is in the circuDl
ference of the rolling curve.
In the case of the involute of a circle, the radius of curvature at
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a given point is simply the lenO'th of a normal to the curve at that
point measured to the point ·where that norrnal touches the circlet;
that is to say, it is the length of the straight part of the thread
used in dra"ving the involute.
In the case of a cycloicl (traced by a. point in the circun1ference
o� a cylinder which rolls on a plane) the radius of curvature at a
given point is twice the length of the normal measurecl fro1n that
point to the corresponding instantaneous axis.
In the case of an epicycloid the construction for finding the
radius of curvature is sho,vn in fig. 4 6 ; the right-hand <livision of
the figure giving the construction for an externa,l e1>icyclo icl, I .L\.,
trace<l by a point, A, in the surface of a cylinder, the trace of

·,

I

I

u

Fig. 46.

W�ose axis is C, rolling oittsicle a fixed cylinder, the trace of wli o�c
axis is O ; and the left-hand division giving the con:;:.trnction for
an internal epicycloid, I A', traced by a point, A', in the gnrface of
� cylinder, the trace of ,vhose axis is C', rolling inside the san1e
fi�ed cylinder. The following description applies to both divisions
ot the figure : it being observed that at the left-hand side the
letters are accented ;-
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Let T be the trace of the instantaneous axis, or line of contact
of the cylinders, a.t the instant ,vhen the tracing point is at A ; so
that A T is the nor1ual to the epicycloid at A, and O T and C T
the radii of the fixed and rolling cylinders, being two parts of one
straight line. 1'hrough O draw O E parallel to A C. Bisect O T
in D, and dra,v the straight Jine-A D E, cutting O E in E. Through
E dra,v E F parallel to O T, and cutting A T (produced as far as
required) in F. '11 hen A F will be the radius of curvature of the
epicycloid at the point A.
The following formula serves to find A F by calculation ;
AF=

A T ·O C*
.l . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . (1.)
CD

It is son1ctimes more convenient to calculate the distance, T F, of
the centre oj· civrvatu,re, F, fron1 the instantaneous axis, T, and that
is done by the following for1nula :
A T ·OD
A T ·O T
T F = ..
. c D -· = --2CD- ; . . . . . . . . . . . . . l... (2.)
the use of ,vhich, in designing the teeth of wheels by 1\lr. \Villis's
n1l'tJ1od, ,vill appear farther on.
70. 'l'o D1·n,v ltolled CurveH.-A rolied curve may be drawn by
aGtnally rolling a <li:-:ic of the form of the rolling curve, carrying a
sniblhle traciug point, upon the edge of a disc of the form of the
fixed curve. But it needs rnnch care to pe1form that operation with
nccnracy, except ,vith the aid of ma,chinery specially contrived for
the purpos�, snch as is to be found in certai n kinds of turning lathes.
For ordinary purposes i n designing machinery, approximate
methods of dra\ving rolled curves are used, 1;uch as the following:I. 110 (lraiv aJ)Jfroxirnately a rolle<.l curve by tlte ltelp of tangent
circles.-In fig. 47, let A B be the fixed curve, and A D the
rolling cnrve, touching the fixed curve at A, which is also the
position of the tracing point at starting. The curve A D rolls
fro1n A to,vards B ; and it is required to draw approximately the
curve tracc<l by the point A. By Rule III. of Article 51, page
20, lay off on each of the two curves A B and A D a series of
equal arc�, A 1, 12, 23, 34, &c. l\ieaRure the straight chord from
1 to A on the curve A D, and with 1 1 = lA as a radius, and the
point I on the curve A B as a centre, draw so much of a circle as
lies near the probable position of the ro1led curve ; measure the
8traight chord frorn 2 to A on A D, and with 22 = 2 A as a radius,
and the point 2 on the curve A B as a centre, draw in like manner
part of a circle ; and go on, in the san1e way, drawing a series of
* The proof of this is as follows :-Let the Tadius of the rollin� cylinder,
C A = C 'l' = r ; let that of the fixed cylinder, 0 T = R, whicn is to be
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circular arcs with the points 1, 2, 3, 4, &c., in the fixed curve .A. B,
for their centres, and for their radii the lines 11, 22, 33, 44, &c.,
respectively equal to the distances 1 A, 2 A, 3 A, 4 A, .��c., as
measured between points on the rolling curve. Then, with the
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regarded as positive or negative according as the rollin.� cylinder rolls on the
outer or inner surface of the tixed cylinder ; let the instantaneous raw.us or
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free hand, or with the help of a bent spring, draw a curve, A E,
80 as to touch all thoRe circular arcs ; this will be very nearly the
rolled curve required.
The curve A E is called the " Envelope " of the series of arcs
that it touches.
II. To find a series of ]Joints in, a rolled curi-·e.-Dra,v a series of
tangent circular arcs as in the preceding rule; then dra,v the
Bevcral norn1als, 1 1 , 22, 33, 44, &c., as radii. of those arcs ; the
direction of each normal being deter1nine<l by the principle, tl1a,t at
the point ,vhcre it n1eets the fixed curve A B, it makes an angle
,vith a tangent to that curve equal to the angle \vhich the corre-

=

nnrmal of the epicycloitl, T l\. = p ; a.nd let the required radius of curvature,
1\

F

p,

Let the angular ve]ocity of the roBing cylinder, relatirely to the rotatin{l
plane O C, he denoted by b, and that of the plane O C by a, so that the
resultant an6ular yelocity of the rolling cylinder is a + b. 'l'h�n, hec�n�e
the angle () T A 1s the complement of one-half of the angle 1 C A, it 1s
evident that the angular velocity of T A is a + �- But according to Article

76, a It

=

b 1·; therefore
a+ b

= b (I

+ � ); a +

: = b (�

+

i )·

Tn any indefinitely short time, <l t, the normal sweeps through an angle
·whose value in circular measure is
d0

=(

a + :) d t

= (! + �)
b

and the point A traces an arc of the lenf,rth

d s = (a + b) ]) d t = b { l +

d t;

IT) p d t ;

thercfore the radius of curYatnre of tlle epicycloid at the point A is
l + . ; p ( R + r)
1"
- = - ··· ·-- ·
p = - =p·
r
l
cl tJ . l
d 1{

2R+r

2 + lt

= A-T · O C.
UD

This formula. is made to co1nprehend the case of a cycloid by making
R = oo, when it becomes p = 2 p ; ancl that of the involute of a circle by
1n.:tkin()' r = oo, ,vhen ,ve have p p. When the epicycloid is internal, and
]t and� denote arithmetical values of those radii, the sign - is to be sub·
stituted for + l)oth in the nnmera.tor and in the deno1ninator of the formula.
'l'he symbolical expression for equation 2 of the text is

=

=

pR

lt + 2..r'
,vith the same understanding as to the sign in the denominator. In tl1e case
alrca<ly referred to at the end of • .\rticle77, ,vhen a cylinu.er rolls iusitle a
2 r, and the dcno1ninator of
cylinder of twice its dia1neter, we have l{
the cxpres8ion for p becomes = 0 ; showing that the radius of curvature is
infinite ; or, in other "'or<ls, that the epicycloid tracc,l is a straight line, as
state<l in the text. \Vhen the rolling cylinuer is coucave, r is negative.
P-

p

=-
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spond ing chord on the rolling curve A D, makes with a tangent to
th�t curve at the corresponding point. Thus are found a series of
points, 1, 2, 3, 4, &c., on the rolled curve A E, at the ends of the
normals from the corresponding points on the fixed curve A B.
The two preceding Rules are applicable to fixed and rolling
curves of all figures whatsoever. When both curves are circle�,
the finding of a series of points is facilitated by drawing the circle
C c:, which contains the successive positions of the centre of the
rolli ng circle; then marking those successive positions, l', 2', 3', 4',
&c:, on the circle C C', by drawing radii through the corresponding
�n1ts 1, 2, 3, 4, &c., on the circle A B ; then drawing the rolling
i•rcle in its several successive positions (marked with dots in the
gure), and laying off the chords 11, 22, 33, 44, &c. , of thei1· proper
tngths upon those positions of the rolling circle, which chords will
e a series of normals to the rolled curve A E.
III. To approxi1nate to the figure cl an epicycloidal arc by means
0
1 ?M circular a1·c. By the method of the preceding Rule draw the
;ormal to the epicycloidal arc in question at a point near its middle.
. o r exan1ple, if A 3 is the arc of the epicycloid A E, whose figure
18 to be
approximated to by means of one circular arc, draw the nor
:al 22 by Rule II. Then conceive that uor1nal to be represented
Y A T in fig. 46, pa.ge 57 ; and by the method of Article 78
find the corresponding radius of curvature A F and centre of
Furvature F. A circular arc described about F, with the radius
A (fig. 46), will be an approximation to the epicycloidal arc.
�his is the approximation used in Mr. Willis's method of
�h�n gning teeth for wheels, to be described farther on. It ensures
a.t the circular arc shall have, at or about the middle of its length,
the same position, direction, and curvature with the epicycloidal
ate for which it is substituted. Towards the ends of the arcs they
gt'adually deviate from each other.
IV. 1'0 approxiniate to tire figure ofan epicycloidal arc by rr,eans
two circular arcs. This method of approximation is closer than
he preceding, but 1nore laborious. It substitutes for an epicycloidal
' arc a curve made up of two circular arcs; and the approximate
cur�e coincides exact]y with
the true curve at the two ends and at
one intermediate point, and has also the same tangents at its two ends
�uppose that A and B (fig. 48) are the twol, ends of the epicy
�0•dal arc to ,vhich an approximation is required, and that A. C and
C are normals to the arc at those points : the positions of the
nds of the arc and directions of its nor1nals having been determined
1 Rule II. of this Article. Let C be the point of intersection of
normals. Draw the tangents A D perpendicular to A C, and
t . perpendicular to B C, meeting each other in D. Draw the
1 ght line
D C, and bisect it in E. About E, with the radius
i;
== E C, describe a circle, which will pass through the four

r

tt
�D

t
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points, A, D, B, C. Draw the diameter F E G, bisecting the arc
A B in F and the arc B C A in G.
Draw the straight line G D, in which take G H
G A G B.
Through H, parallel
to F E G, draw the
straight line H K L,
------cutting A C in K
and B C in L. Then
about K, with the
radius K A K H,
draw the circular arc
,
A H ; and about L,
,vith the radius L ll
J {"�"'�.
L B, dra,v the
circular arc H B : the
curve made up of
those two circular
arcs will be a close
approximation to the
epicycloidal arc, haY,
ing the same pogition
·
and tangents at its
two ends, and being
·\
very near to the true
arc at all intermediate
points.
It maybe remarked
that G H
G A ::::::

=

=

=

=

=

G B = J (H K · 1l L)

approximates very
closely to the mean
radius of curvature
of the epicycloidal arc
A B '· also that the
.
1s·
process described
applicable to the approximate drawing of
1;
many curves besides
Fig. 48.
epicycloids; and that
the ratio of the two radii, H L : H K, deviates less from equality
than that of the radii of any other pair of circular arcs which
can be drawn so as to touch A D in A and B D in B' and also to
touch each other at an intermediate point.*

2
·
H K 2 ) 2•is a
* This may be expressed symbolically by stating that (H L
• H K --- H L
. .
H
m1nunum; or that (log. · L)2 is a minimum.
HK
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80. Reaolatlon of Rotation in General.-The following proposi
tions show how the rotation of a rigid body about a given axis,
fixed or instantaneous, may be resolved into two con1ponent
rotations about any two axes in the same plane with the actual
•
ax.is.

I. PARALLEL AxEs.-The rotation qf a rigi.d body about a given
®Jis is equivalent to tlie resultant of two componerit rotations about
two axes parallel to the given axis and in the same plane, the angular
vel,ocity ofeach of the thre,e rotations being proportional to tlie distance
bet,ween the axes of the other two rotati()ns.

In fig. 49, let the plane of the paper be perpendicular to the
three parallel axes, and let C be the trace of the axis of the
� resultant rotation, and A and B the traces
,f'
of the axes of the component rotations ; all
B
three axes being in the same plane, whose
l ,i
'o---------·>--'➔ trace is A C B. Let the angular velocities
11 .v
about
,,-!•
C,
B,
A,
. .,.
be respectively proportional to
G -------- C
�i"
I
A B.
C A,
B C,
I
As the figure is drawn, all three angular
velocities are of the same sign, because A B
= B C + C A. If C lay beyond A and B,
instead of between them, A B would be the
Fig. 49.
difference of B C and C A, instead of their
�um ; and the lesser of these two distances and of the correspond
ing angular velocities would have to be considered as negative.
Let H be the projection of a particle in the rigid body, which
J,article is moving in a direction perpendicular to H C, with a
'Velocity proportional to C H · A B. Then, fi1·st, from H let fall
ll D perpendicular to A B ; then, by the principles of Article 55,
Page 33, the component velocity of H in the direction H D,
"Whether due to rotation about A, B, or C, is the same with that
0 a
particle at D. Now the velocities of a particle at D due to
{
t e rotations about

PJ---------1

t

l------0

A,

B,

C

are proportional respectively to
+ A D · B C ; - BD · C A; + C D · A B;
and C D · A B = A D · B C - B D · C A ; therefore this com
b°�ent of the velocity of the particle H due to the rotation about
r is . the resultant of the corresponding components due to the
0ta.t1ons
about A and B respectively.
Sf!C-Ondly. Through H draw E G H F parallel to A C B, and
0n it
let fall the perpendiculars A E, B F, C G. Then, by the
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principles of Article 55, page 33, the component velocities of H
along E F due to the rotations about the axes A, B, and C are
respectively equal to the velocities of E due to rotation about A,
of F due to rotation about B, and of G due to rotation about C ;
and because A E = B F = C G, these velocities are respectively
proportional to
A B;
C A,
B C,

But A B = B C + C A ; therefore the component along E F of
the velocity of the particle H due to the rotation about C is the
resultant of the corresponding com1)onent velocities due to the rota
tions about A and B respectively. Therefore the whole velocity of
the particle H due to rotation about C, with an angular velocity
proportional to A B, is the resultant of the velocities of the same
particle due respectively to rotations about A, with an angular
velocity proportional to B C, and about B, with an angular velocity
proportional to C A. And this being true for every particle of the
•
rotating body, is true for the whole body : Q. E. D.
II. INTERSECTING AxEs.-Tlte rotation of a rigid body about a
given axis is equivalent to tlie resultant of two co-mponent rotations
about two axes in tile same plane with tltefi1·st axis, and cutting it in,
orte JJoint; tlte an911.lar velocities of the comp"onent and 1·esultant rota
tions being proportional respectively to t/1,e sides and diagonal of a
JJarallelograrn, which are parallel respectively to tlte three axes of
rotation.
In fig. 50 the upper right-hand pa1·t of the figure represents a
plane perpendicular to the resultant axis of rotation, 0". F" is
the projection of any particle on that plane; and the direction of
motion of any particle whose projection is F" is perpendicular to
O " F".
O" Y" and O" Z" are the traces of two planes perpendicular
to the first plane of projection and to each other; and D'' and E"
are the projections of F" on those planes respectively. According
to the principle of Article 55, page 33, the component velocity
parallel to O" Y" of the particle whose projection is F" is the sa�e
with the velocity of a particle at D'' ; and its component velocity
parallel to O" Z" is the same with that of a particle at E".
The upper left-hand part of the figure represents the plaD;e
whose trace on the first plane of projection is 0" Z'' ; 0' X', on thtS
second plane, is the axis of rotation ; O' Z' is the trace of the first
plane of projection; and D' is the projection of F'', and is the saJil8
point that is n1arked D" on the first plane. The lower part of the
figure represents the plane whose trace on the first plane of P:d
jection is 011 Y", and on the second plane, 0' X'. On this th1r
plane O X is the axis of rotation, and also the trace of the secon1
plane; 0 Y is the trace of the first plane; E is the projection °

·,
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�1, and is the same point that is marked E" on the first plane; 0
18 the projection of D".
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e
as �eypositions of the second and third planes are arbitrary so long
both traverse the axis of rotation, and are at right angles
to
each other.
rn:n ? X take O C proportional to the angular velocity ; ancl
e it _point so that to an observer looking from O towards C
h
k
t e rot t1on
a
shall seem 1·ight-handed.
F
rom
O draw any two lines, 0 A and O B, in the third plane;
fro
to m C draw C B parallel to A 0, and C A parallel to B 0, so as
htatcomplete the parallelogram O B C A. Then the proposition
" 1 e�, that a right-handed rotation about O A, with an angular
OeBcit� proportional to O A, and a right-handed rotation about
are � W�th an angular velocity proportional to O B, being combined,
quivalent to the actual rotation.
T .pr?ve this for a particle at E, it is to be considered that the
lllotf s mpre
ssed on E by the three rotations separately are each
of thn i
e
of E :,ueperpendicular to the thi1·d plane; also, that the velocity
to any one of the three rotations is proportional to the
an
u
la
<iis1.a, r velocity of that rotation multiplied by the perpendicular
nee of E from the axis of that rotation, and is therefore pro
F
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portional to the area of a triangle having for its base the length
marked on that axis, to represent that angular velocity, and for its
summit the point E; so that the velocities of a particle at E due
respectively to the rotations about

0 A,

0 B,

0C

are proportional respectively to the areas of the triangles

0 A E,

0 B E,

0 C E.

Through A and B draw A G and B H perpendicular to O C, and
join E G and E H. Then, by plane geometry,

O A E = O G E; and O B E = O H E = G C E;

therefore

O C E = O G E + G C E = O A E + O B E.

So that the velocity of E due to the actual rotation about O C is
the resultant of the velocities due to the rotations about O A and
0 B ; the angular velocities being proportional to the lengths laid
off on the axes respectively.
To prove the same proposition for a particle at D", whose
projection on the third plane is 0, it is to be considered that the
perpendicular distance of this point from the three axes, 0 A, 0 B,
and O C, is identical, being the line marked O" D" and o· D' on
the first a.nd second planes ; so that the velocities of D due to
the three rotations are simply proportional to the three angular
velocities. To represent, then, those three velocities as projected
on the third plane, draw O a, 0 b, and O c perpendicular and
1,roportional respectively to O A, 0 B, and O C. It is evident
that O a, 0 b, and O c are the sides and diagonal of a paral
lelogram similar to O B C A ; and. therefore that the velocity
of D" due to the actual rotation about O C is the resultant of the
velocities due to the rotations about O A and O B, the angular
velocities being proportional to the lengths laid off on the axeS
respectively.
The proposition, therefore, is proved for both components of the
velocity of a particle at F"; and it holds for auy particle wbo_se
projection on a plane perpendicular to the axis O C is F"; that 1s,
for every particle of the body, and therefore for the whole body :
Q. E. D.
It appears, then, that rotations, wl1en represented by lengths
laid off on their axes proportional to their angular velocities, °
be compounded and resolved, like linear velocities, by constructing
parallelograms.

<:3
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-In flg. 51, let O A be a fixed axis, and about it let the plane
A O U rotate with the angular
�0�:r-----;71
velocity a. Let the plane of
proj ection be that of those two
axes at a given instant. Let O C
n 1---",;:--------n
be an axis in the rotating plane ;
and about that axis let a second- £----1-:---��
A
ary Pfece rotate with the angular
;.eloc1 ty b relatively to the rotatFig. 51.
ing plane; and let it be required
� find the instantaneous axis and the resultant angular velocity
P the secondary piece. From the principles of Article 80,
roposition II., page 64, the following rule is deduced :On {? A take O a proportional to a ; and on O C take O b
Proport1on al to b. Let those lines be taken in such directions
that to an observer looking from O towards their extremities the
component rotations shall seem both right-handed. Complete the
J>a�llelograrn O b c a ; the diagonal O c will be the instantaneous
�is ; and its length will represent the resultant angul,ar vdocity.
nother mode of viewing the question is as follows :Because the point O in the secondary piece is fixed, the instan
!-a,neous axis n1ust traverse tqat point. The direction of that axis
�� determined by considering that each point which arrives at that
•ne mu$t have, in virtue of the rotation about O C, a. velocity
_
reL�tive
ly to the rotating plane, equal and directly opposed to that
; ich the coincident point of the rotating plane has. Hence it
. ollowst. that the ratio of the perpendicular distances of each point
:n ihe instantaneous axis from the fixed and moving axes respect
e Y-that is, the ratio of the sines of the angles which the
v
i stantan
axis n1akes with the fixed and moving axes-I?�st
b: the reci�us
procal of the ratio of the component angular veloc1t1es
about those
axes ; or if, in symbols, 0 T be the instantaneous axis,
sin A O T : sin C O T : : b : a. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . �(1.)

The resultant angular velocity about this instantaneous axis is
fi un by
considering that if C be any point in the moving axis,
�
the hnea
r velocity of that point must be the same whether com
fr?m the angula.r velocity, a, of the rotating ·plane about the
bod a:xis O A, or from the resultant angular velocity, c, of the rigid
about the instantaneous axis. That is to say, let O D, C E
be Y
perpendiculars from upon O A, 0 T, respectively; then
C

t�

s · C D = c · C· E ,..

-i) : '=""�
bllt O
0 E : : sin A O C : sin C O T ; and therefore
sin C O T : sin A O C : : a : c;
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and, combining this proportion with that given in equation 1, we
obtain the following proportional equation :•• ••
•• ••

sin C O T : sin A O T : sin A O C
••
••

••
• • • • • •• (2.)
C
b
Ob
••
Oc
That is to say, tlie angular velocities of the component and resultant
rotations are each proportwnal to the sine oftlie angle between the axes
of tlie otlier two j and tlte diagonal ofthe parallelogra;m O b c a repre
sents both the direction of the instantaneous axis and tlie angular
velocuy about that axis.
82. Kolling «,one.. (A. M., 393.)-All the lines which succes
sively come into the position of instantaneous axis are situated in
the surface of a cone described by the revolution of O T about
0 C; and all the positions of the instantaneous axis lie in the
surface of a cone described by the revolution of O T about O A.
Therefore the motion of the secondary piece is such as would be
produced by the rolling of the forn1er of those cones upon the
latter. Circular sections of the two cones are sketched in perspec
tive in fig. 51.
It is to be understood that either of the cones may become a
flat disc, or may be hollow, and touched internally by the other.
For example, should L. A O T become a right angle, the fixed cone
would become a :flat disc; and should L. A O T become obtuse,
that cone would be hollow, and would be touched internally by
the rolling cone; and similar changes may be made in the 1·olling
cone.
The path described by a point in or attached to the rolling cone
is a spherical epitroclwid; and if that point is in the surface of the
rolling cone, that curve becomes a spherical epicycloid. It will be
shown in the next chapter how to draw such curves-not exactly,
but with a degree of accuracy sufficient for practical purposes.
83. • Be•olation oC Helical Itlotion.-The resolution of helical or
screw- like motion into rotation about an axis and translation along
that axis has already been treated of in · the last section of the
preceding chapter. It remains to be shown how a helical motion
may be regarded as compounded of two rotations about two axes
which are in different planes.
In fig. 52, let the lower part of the figure represent a plane of
projection, and O A and O B the projections upon that plane of
two axes which are both parallel to it, but not in the same plane.
Let the upper part of the figure represent a second plaue of pro
jection perpendicular to the first plane ; and let F G' be the
projection on that second plane of the common perpendicular of
those two axes (Article 36, page 14). Let a rigid body have a

a
0-a
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�otion compounded of two rotations about the two axes respect
�ely, with angular velocities represented by O A and O B, these
�1nes being drawn, as before, so that to an observer at O each
.
rotation shall appear right-handed•
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Complete the parallelogram O A C B, . and draw its diagonal
0 0. Then, if the axes O A and O B were in the same plane, the
.
tat1
� ons about them, being con1bined, would be equivalent simply
a rotation represented by O C, as in Articles 80 and 81, pages
64 to 66.
Let the second plane of projection be now supposed parallel to
0 C ; and let F A', O' C', and G' B' be the respective projections
0f
0 A, 0 C, and O B upon it. Draw A D, B E, and F O G
r}!end icular to O C, and A F and B G parallel to O C. It is
I>
b
0 vio
us that O D = F' A', 0 E = G' B', and F O = 0 G.
According to Article 80, Proposition II., page 64, the rotation
represented by O
A may now be regarded as compounded of a
;tat�on represented by O D, about . an axis of which O D and
A _are the projections, and a rotation represented by O F, about
axis of which O F and the point F' are the projections; also,
a
ofearot tion represented by O B may be regarded as compounded
rotation represented by O E, about an axis of which O E and
,
O' :1re the rojections, and a r tation represente b O G, about
� f
p
?
ans of which
an B
O G and the point G are the pr0Ject1ons.
:_�en,
l>a..'111J.el according to Article 7 6, page 54, the rotations about tl1e
axes F' A' and G' B', being combined, are equivalent to a

:h

1
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rotation about an intermediate axis, 0' C', in the same plane, with
an angular velocity represented by
0 C = 0' C'

=

F' A' + G' B' ;

and that axis of resultant rotation divides the distance F1 G' in
the following proportion :-

0' O' : F' A' : G' B'

: : F' G' : 0' G' : 0' F'.

To find the point 0' by graphic construction, draw F' II',
parallel to A O and G' H' parallel to B 0, cutting each other in
H'; then through H' draw H' O' C' parallel to 0 C.
l\'Ioreover, the component rotations represented by O F and O G,
about the axes F' and G', are of equal and opposite angular velocities ;
and therefore, according to Article 76, page 54, they are equivalent
to a translation i n the direction O C, with a velocity represented by
the product O F · F G.
That translation being compounded with the resultant rotation
represented by O C, gives finally, for the resultant motion of the
body, a hel-ical motion about tlie axis wliose projections are O C and
0 C'.
The pi,tch of that helical motion, or advance per turn, is found
by multiplying the rate of advance, 0 F, F G', by the time of one
6 8 2
; and is therefore equal to the circumference of
revolution,

l6

· le
a circ

.
1
radius
w,iose

O F . F' G
is
.
'• Draw F' K' perpendicular to
OO

0 B, and G' K' perpendicular to O A, cutting each other in K'
(which will be in the straight line H' 0' O'). Then it is evident
that F' K' G' and C A 0 are similar triangles ; and because
D A == 0 F, we have the followiLg proportion :-

0C OF
:

::

F G, O' K'

:

=

0 F · F' G'
00 ;

Therefore tlie pitch of tlie resultant helical motwn is equal to tl1,e
circumference of a circle whose radius is 0' K'; and tlte rate of
advance may be represented by the product O C · O' K'.
84. Bellina Hyperbolold•.-Conceive the straight line O C to
represent an indefinitely long straight edge, rigidly fastened to the
arm 0' F,, and sweeping along with that arm round the axis O A ;
then conceive the same straight line to be rigidly fastened to the
arn1 O' G', and to sweep along with this arnt round the axis O B.
Thus are generated a pair of surfaces called Rolling Hyperbolouls,

/g : c/ : c g
: , F' G' , o' .1t : o·o'.

����Kr=���:�:; "o·t•i:agk�i

o:;

1Z,
O� ': ()�
, then U O Y aod V O Z will. be the pl'Ojectio111 onU,e fint
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plane of the small,est transverse sections, or what may be ca�led the
" throatsn" of the two hvperboloids
.
,· which transve1-se sections are

Fig. 54.

circles of the respective radii F' 0' and G' 0'. The projections of
those circles on the second plane of projection are the ellipses
U' 0' Y' and V' 0' Z, drawn according to the principles of Article
37, page 15.
To find the projections of a pair of circular transverse sections
of the two hyperboloi:ds, which shall cross each other in any
given point of. the line of contact, let T and T' be the projections
of that point. Then draw T L perpendicular to a 0, and T M
perpendicular to b 0 ; L and M will be the projections of the
centres of those circular sections on the first plane. Draw F' L'
and G' M' parallel, and L L' and M' M' perpendicular to 0 c ;
L' and M' will be the projections of those centres on the second
plane. In L 0 take L N F 0', and join N T ; then in L T
produced, take L Q N T ; . this will be the radius of the required
section of one hyperboloid ; and Q will be a point in the hyperbola

=

=

d

dd

llOLJ,Jl,(I llTl'DB(ILOIX,--OBI.IQR-ROLLll<(I CTUIIDEIUI.
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U Q, wh ichhi, thehlongitn inal...:tionhort,.oehorthat1uriac:e on a
pla.lWI traveraing the axia PL', and pan.1.1�1 to the fi.-.t pla.11e of
0 t
0
d
;...i:!7·�e11M R a��,lJ � i'.bu,o,,.,?ii
l
i
h
�\=�::t,�:i .!t:� oi;et:.: :�
thil BUrfaoohonha plane traveni.ng the axUIhG' M'han pu-allelhto
t.behfi..i planehof projection.
The project.ion, 0 T, of the l ine of contact ii an Mymptote to
both hyperbolu, U Q an ZR; andtheir otherhaeymptoteureOW,
makinghL O W = L O T, a.nd O X, maki g lr O X = M. O T.
• Th e project.ion, Oil the ""'°ud pl ane of 1•rojection of the two
C1rculathtra11BY.....,haec:tio111 wbichhc,.._ �ch olhff at th poih t
•hoee projection,,"'° T IUld T "'° two elhi-, drawn acoording to
tbe i,rincip!,. of Articl e 37,hp,.gehl/S.
Dy the -.me vr,- may be foun thehprojeetioM of any
l"eq_uittdhnumberhof tnu,.venehlleetiOW1hof the two rolli ng hyperho.
lo,� >lnd ofh..,,y requireduumber of point., 1uch M Q and R, in
theu- lougitudina.1h-lleCtiona.
.Ad itional mI.. relatinghtohtl,e con,tmdion ofh,uch figu""'
n
the artid .. which treat or
0�
&i. ()JH- H•lllq o-.1i.-•r•-The ame kind of rlllnltant
d
t
l
� :x:e:h!:
::�n� •ta�1,7cyffnt. ��::r :�
f)n:,jectionu"' 0 A "nd O B,
Jf.. ------ t'
fig. .52, page 69, with tbe
>-eopect. ve l"Mlll 0- F'h an
0 0 , , provide theh"'" of.:'.. __
1hehr-olli g cyli der il guided
� that the poillt where
ith;. met by the commoll
� icular F'hO'h lhall
�olve inh•hcircleholh tJie
l"adiur, F' O'hronll lbe nil
ofhU,e fu:e cyli11dcr,h•nd.o
lho.t thehincl iutionhofhth°""
t
"°hne1htohea.chhothtt1hll
!"'ltl&inhcoo,wtt.. The general •Pi-..11ceor1uch II r-,ir of oylinden
� !Ibo.,., in fig. .5.5. They touch '6Ch other in • point only, and
riot along a etraight l ine, M the hypqboloi 1 do. The unifonn.

ini�
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niotion may be effected also by substituting for the pair of hyper
boloi'.ds of fig. 54, page 72, the pair of cones which t.ouch those
hyperboloids in the pair of circles that cross each other in any given
point, T, of the instantaneous a.xis. To draw the projections of
those tangent cones, let O' T'
in fig. 56 (as in fig. 54) be
the instantaneous axis, 0' the
point where it cuts the com
mon perpendicular, and T' the
, intended point of contact of
rl----·�-- -- ----•
--,�
,rcf.
the cones. From O', perpen,
1
;
:
dicular to 0' T', draw O'
,:v' �---- ____ _,_____ -----..Li.---' ' O' H' in fig. 56 · 3'oin T h · and
...
r
I
,...,-. ...__ "
1
perp�ndicula; to T' I,, draw h fl.,
,
9;.;_ _
R '1\?
7....,...,
?'
:I I, � cutting the instantaneous axis
'\.
...' _/
to
in p'. Then a plane normal
' ....,
1 1
.
1 1
. tat
the ins
ntaneous axis at p'
,1
...
passes through the summits of
' '"l
both the required tangent
Fig. 56.
cones. Therefore, in fig. 54,
on O c lay off O p O' p' of fig. 56, and draw q p ,,. perpendicular to
0 c, cutting O a in q and O b in ,,. ; q and r will be the projections of
the summits of the tangent cones on tltefirat plane ofprojection. The
projections on the same plane of the longitudinal sections or traces
of these cones, upon planes traversing their axes parallel to the plane
of projection, are q Q and r R. Also, let the plane of fig. 56 be
the second plane of projection, and let F' L' and G' M', as in fig.
54, be the projections of the axes of the hyperboloi'.ds, and F' O' G'
that of the common perpendicular. Draw q' p' r', cutting those
axes in q' and r' ; these points will be tlte projections of the su11imits
of the tangent cone.s on tlte second plane of projection. The projec
tions of the bases of these cones on the same plane are the pair of
ellipses, with L' and M' for their centres, which cross each other at
the point T, as in fig. 54. The cones touch each other in the
point T' only, and not along a straight line, as the hyperboloi:ds do.
Further explanations as to obliquely-rolling cones will be given
in the next chapter, under the head of skew-bevel wheels.
87. Band• or Flexible Secondary Piecett-Cords-Belts-Chala..
(A. M., 400, 401.)-The flexible pieces used in machinery may be
classed under three heads :-Cords, which approximate to a round
form in section; Belts, which are flat; and 01mins, which consist of
a series of rigid links so connected together that the chain as &
whole is flexible. Mr. Willis gives then1 all the common name
of wrapping connectors,· and for the sake of brevity in stating
principles that apply to them all, they may conveniently be called
bands.

,-�.-•---� =� _�--..:::.:::�_____
=

I,, =
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In t_reating of questions of pure mechanism, the centre line of a
hand is treated as being of invariable length; for although no
substance is absolutely inextensible, and although when a band
J>asses over a curved surface the concave side is shortened and the
�nvex side lengthened, still the variations of length of the centre
1in of the band are, or ought to be, practically ina.ppreciable.
jn order
that the figure and motion of a band 1nay be deter
.
nune� from geometrical principles alone, independently of the
:�n1tude and distribution of forces acting on it, its weight must
insensible compared with the tension on it, and it must every
�
'\\' �re !:>e tight,· and when that is the case, each part of the band
which 1s not straight is maintained in a curved figure by passing
over a convex surface. When a band is guided by a given actual
S'ltrf�ce, the centre line of that band may be regarded as guided hy
a� imaginary surface parallel to the actual surface, and at a
?1stance from it equal to half the thickness of the band. The line
Which the centre line of a band lies on such guiding surface is
b e shortest line which it is possible to draw on that surface
etween each pair of points in the course of the band. (It is a
'Vell-known principle of the geon1etry of ·curved surfaces that the
08eulat
ing plane
curved surface.) at each point of such a line is perpendicular to the
. lie?ce it appears that the motions of a tight flexible band, of
in-variable length along its centre line and insensible weight, are
regulated by the following p rinciples :I.
band !he length between eacl,, pair oj points in the centre line of the
is constant.
II. T/1,at length is tlie shortest line wliicl,, can be drawn between its
�r�ities � the surface by which the centre line of the band
� guided.
The motions of a band are of two kinds�. Travelling of a band along a track of invariable fonn ; in
'\IV�ch case the velocities of all points of the centre line are equal.
. I. Alteration of the figure of the track by the motion of the
glliding surfaces.
Those two kinds of motion may be conibined.
b The most usual problems in practice respecting the motio_ns_ of
ands are those in which bands are the n1eans of tmns1n1tt1ng
��tion between t,vo pieces in a train of1necha.nism. Such problems
J he considered in the next chapter.
S. ll'lnid SecoudarJ Plecu.-A mass of :fluid may act as a
1e3 ndary piece in a machine ; and in order that the motion of
81
: � mass may be a subject of pure mechanism, the volu1ne
'1VhUf)led by the mass must be constant ; and that not only for the
'1V O e mass,
but for every part of it, how small soever. In other
ords, the fluid mass must in every part be of constant bulkiness;

�h
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this word being used to denote the volume filled by an unit of
mass ; for example, the number of cubic feet filled by a pound, or
the number of cubic metres filled by a kilogramme. Every fluid,
whether liquid or gaseous, undergoes variations of bulkiness
through variations of pressure and of temperaturE'I ; but in mecban·
ism such variations of bulkiness may be either so small that they
may be disregarded for the practical purpose under consideration
(as in the case of most liquids), or, if the fluid employed be gaseous,
they may be prevented by keeping the pres.5ure and temperature
constant.
Under such conditions the motions of the particles of a fluid
mass are regulated by the following principle :At a given series of sectwns of a stream of .ftuiil of constant
bulkiness, tlte mean vdocitws at each instant of the partwles in direc·
ti-ons normal to those sectUYIUJ respectively, are inversely proportional,
to. tlie areas of the sections.

